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LOOKING FORWARD TO SPRING
The great ice storm of December and the cold
weather since then have made it a period with few
birds around. As the days lengthen towards the
end of January it is time to look forward to the first
sign of spring - the migration of raptors. In a few
weeks we can head for Beamer to see the first
migrants. It may still be cold at the beginning of
March, but those first Red-tails and Bald Eagles tell
us that many other birds will be on their way. Let
us just hope that the cold has driven more birds
south, so that there are more to return.
~\s always we shall appreciate help on March 1 in
getting everything set up; please let Mike Street
know if you can help (mikestreet1 @gmail.com).
One other way in which you can help is by counting
- remember the best way to improve your skills is
by practice and having to focus so that you can
make the right call on identification. Cody Law, an
enthusiastic member, has had to resign from the
position of count coordinator, because of
commitments to school work. We thank Cody for
his work over the past two years, and we ask you to
consider whether this is something you can take on
- training will be provided!
Over the years we have enjoyed the support and
cooperation of the Niagara Peninsular
Conservation Authority (NPCA) from giving us
access to the park, maintaining the site and
participating in the Open House. You can always
help the NPCA by making a donation or becoming
a member. Our role in this fruitful partnership was
recognized at the Authority's Achievement Awards
Ceremony on November 27. The Niagara
Peninsula Hawkwatch was recognized in the
riategory of conservation area stewardship for our
contribution to conservation initiatives in the
Niagara Watershed".

We urge you to come out to the Open House on
Friday, April18, when Tom Thomas will have lined
up an exciting set of activities. The timing is right
for a good flight of birds at a time when the weather
could be good, so mark the date! Similarly we
hope that you will come to the Annual Meeting
and Banquet on Saturday, April 12. Last year we
moved to an earlier date and attendance seemed to
benefit, so we hope for a repeat of that experience.
We are delighted that Jody Allair is coming to
speak about Researching Raptors at Risk in
Southern Ontario - he is eminently qualified as you
will see below.
We look forward to seeing you throughout the
hawk-watching season from March 1 to May 15.
Let the birds come!
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ANNUAL MEETING AND BANQUET
SATURDAY APRIL 12

2014 NPH OPEN HOUSE
FRIDAY, APRIL 18

The Annual Meeting and Banquet will again be held
at St Andrew's Church Hall, 7 St Andrew's Avenue,
Grimsby on Saturday, April 12. Socializing and the
bucket raffle begin at 5:00 p.m., and the pre-supper
wine and cheese at 5: 15. Dinner will start around
6:15. As always, we welcome donations for the
bucket raffle - please contact a member of the
executive if you can make a donation.

The 2014 Open House will be on Good Friday, April
18 at Beamer. This is a date that should provide a
variety of raptors, and we hope that the day
good zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHG
and fine weather will draw lots of Broad-wings and
large crowds. The usual agenda of activities will
take place. In Mike Street's absence, Sandy
Darling will talk about hawks and Tom Thomas will
spot them. Once again there will be a children's
program.

Tickets are $30 for members and $40 for nonmembers. Please contact a member of the NPH
executive (see page 6) to obtain tickets.

As usual Tom will have lined up a number of
exhibits, and we expect to have raptors on display,
because these are always a bit draw. The NPCA,
as our partners in this event, will be selling food
and beverages. Come out and bring your friends!

Our speaker this year is Jody Allair, whose topic
will be Researching Raptors at Risk in Southern
Ontario. He will discuss the work that Bird Studies
Canada (BSC) has undertaken to better assess
populations of "at-risk" raptor species in Southern
Ontario. Research that will be highlighted include:
Satellite Telemetry Studies on Bald Eagles, Shorteared Owls and Osprey, and Population Monitoring
of Barn Owls.

CELEBRATE 40 YEARS WITH HMANA AT
BRADDOCK BAY- APRIL 25 TO 27

The-Hawk Migration Association of North America
(HMANA) is to Celebrate 40 Years of Connecting
Hawks-to Peeple-with a-conteranee-workshops- ~
and hawk-watching from April 25 to 27 at Braddock
Bay. This is the closest to the Niagara region that
HMANA has ever held a conference, so this
provides a great opportunity for our members to
participate. Braddock Bay is south of Lake Ontario,
just northwest of Rochester, and is within easy
driving distance.for many of us. It is a major hawkwatching site in the spring. The conference is
timed to coincide with Bird of Prey Days, their
public education program at the watch site, and
comes during the adult Broad-winged Hawk
migration period.

As a Biologist and Science Educator for BSC since
2006, Jody conducts various educational activities
in addition to his research and fieldwork. He
coordinates BSC's Bird Science and Monitoring
Program, the Southern Ontario Bald Eagle
Monitoring Program, the Ontario Nocturnal Owl
Survey, and various species at risk research
projects.
Jody is an avid birder, who has been birding and
banding since his teens, when he started
volunteering at Long Point Bird Observatory
(LPBO), where he subsequently spent two years
after graduation as Landbird Program Coordinator.
He also spent a season at Thunder Cape Bird
Observatory, and then from 2004 to 2006 was at
the Royal Tyrrell Museum of Palaeontology as a
Science Educator. He enjoys exploring the
outdoors and traveling, and is able to do so as he
leads birding tours with Eagle-eye Tours to Hawaii,
Trinidad and Tobago, and New Zealand.

The conference sessions will be held in the
Rochester Airport Marriot, which is only ten minutes
from the hawk-watching site. A major speaker on
the 26th is Keith Bildstein from Hawk Mountain
Sanctuary, and the evening will feature Richard
Crossley, whose new guide to hawk-watching is
reviewed in this newsletter. In addition to the
conference sessions there are social events and
workshops, including one on raptor photography.

We hope to see you for an interesting and
enjoyable evening, when you can chat with all you
hawk-watching friends!

Full details of the conference presentations and
workshop sessions are available on the HMANA
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website. http://www.hmana.orgleventlhmanas-40thmniversarv-conference/

photos. The book concludes with a glossary,
acknowledgements and an index to bird species.

The Niagara Peninsula Hawkwatch uses the
HMANA website to enter our daily counts and track
our seasons' records. It is an invaluable service
and it is a useful source to find out about counts at
other sites. In recognition of HMANA's work we
make an annual donation. This is an opportunity
for you as an individual to support HMANA by
attending the annual conference and learn from the
workshops and other sessions. Th hawk-watching
could be pretty good too!

The species accounts start with a scenario of a
typical encounter of a raptor, followed by sections
titled overview, flight style, size and shape,
plumage, geographic variations, molt, similar
species, status and distribution, and migration.
There are also very clear distribution maps showing
breeding and wintering grounds (where they are in
North America). More attention is given to molt and
how this may be used to help in aging birds than is
given in many guides. Similarly there are extensive
presentations on plumage where plumage varie~ by
age and by geographic distribution. All the species
accounts are well-written, comprehensive and
clear. One might quibble about details such as not
noting slight color differences in the plumage of the
two vultures (both are described as black), but one
is hard-pressed to find fault.

A NEW RAPTOR GU DE
Richard Crossley, Jerry Liguori nd Brian
Sullivan, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
The Crossley ID Guide Raptors
(Princeton University Press 2013 pp286, ISBN
978-0-691-15740-5)

As noted above the main innovation of this guide is
in the photos. In the two-page spread on Turkey
Vultures, for example, the background scene is
rugged country with mountains in the background
and part of the scene-is in shade. The authors
have then used multiple photos of birds that are
near or distant, in shade or in light, and in different
flight postures. All species are represented in
similar ways within a typical scene of where they
might be encountered. After the presentation on
Black Vultures, there is then a two-page spread
with both vultures that are numbered for the reader
to identify. At the back of the book the answers are
given with an explanation of the features used to
differentiate. The quizzes are the second
innovation in the guide, because they force one to
apply the knowledge one has learned from the
species presentations. The photos in the species
accounts show birds of different ages and
differences by geographic region. The collected
photos gives one the chance to compare like
species such as buteos and accipters.

Reviewed by Sandy Darling
Richard Crossley is an internationa Iy recognized
iirder and photographer who has d,. vised a $~r.i~.s., .
of guides that use a completely different form of .
presentation based on large numbers of
photographs. Jerry Liguori has written two books
on identification of raptors and Brian Sullivan is the
coauthor of a forthcoming Princeton guide to North
American birds.
The book covers 34 species including species like
Aplomado Falcon and Gray Hawk, which barely
make it into the United States. It begins with a
preface by Richard Crossley, who presents the
rationale for the new form of presentation based on
how people learn and a section on how to use the
guide. The three-page introduction deals with
identification, migration, molt and concludes with a
series of sub-sections on groupings of raptors (e.g.
vultures, eagles, etc.) This is followed by two
pages with photos to show bird topography.
Pages 12 to 173 are devoted to photos set on
pages that are either single-page or double-page
spreads (13 by 8 inches for the latter). It is the
presentation of these photos that represents one of
the two main innovations of the Crossley guides.
pecies accounts extend from page 175 to 260,
and this is followed by answers to and explanations
of 30 quizzes that are based on some of the

The quiz photos present both simple and hard
challenges, but give a wide range of situations.
Some of the most interesting photo quizzes are
those at the end of the section: hovering birds,
birds at specific sites, topside views, birds going
away, black and white views as on a dark day,
birds in early morning sun, and birds back-lit by
sun. Even the most experienced hawk-watcher can
3
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learn something by going through the quizzes.
Most of the photos are of extremely high quality,
and those that are not are designed to simulate the
difficult viewing conditions or distant birds one often
encounters.

state that the Bald Eagle is "perhaps the most
readily identified and well-known raptor in the
V
world". I am not sure that those in Europe, Africa,
Australia or Asia would necessarily agree with such
a statement.

One has to search to find reason for criticism, and
the faults are minor. On the inside cover birds are
presented in silhouette, but abbreviations rather
than names have been used; the preface starts
with a statement that the book "is for beginning
birders and ... " The first information presented (in
code) will probably be meaningless for the
beginning birder. There are occasional
typographical errors, and there is no answer
provided for bird #11 of the quiz on page 43. The
authors have written from an American perspective
with references to only one Canadian site, and they

Even though the preface states that the book is for
beginning birders and those who enjoy the
outdoors, experienced hawk-watchers can learn
from this guide - especially if they work
systematically through the photos and quizzes.
The two major innovations of using thousands of
photos and placing them on a typical scene and
supplementing these with quizzes make this a
distinctive book. The book can be ordered through
Amazon or Chapters and, perhaps, other Canadian
stores.
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I""'BALD

Gallup poll. Of forty-odd observers, twenty-odd did
not locate or see the bird! One veteran observer
toyed between bald and/or rough-legged. However,
of the observers that did sight the bird, the overwhelming opinion was immature golden eagle.

EAGLE AND OSPREY (previous page)

Grant Gallant was photographing an Osprey flying
overhead and fishing at Grindstone Marsh by the
Royal Botanical Gardens on June 30 2013. At one
point the Osprey suddenly took flight from a tree
branch with the remains of its latest catch, and
within a few seconds an immature bald Eagle came
soaring over the tree tops and was right on its tail
and the chase was on. The entire viewing lasted for
about 10 seconds before the Eagle gave up and
returned to where it came from and the Osprey
disappeared into the distance with its meal. Grant
said, "It was an amazing feeling to photograph and
witness this action happening right in front of me
and a memory I will never forget."

My own impression of the bird was of an immature
golden eagle. What made the identification difficult
was the distance of the bird. As observation
continued the bird steadily soared out and away
from us toward the north-west. The bird was never
observed to flap during the time it was in sight; it
simply soared out of vision.

Size: When I first got my glasses on the bird I
noticed a smaller hawk interacting with it. This other
bird was clearly an immature red-tailed hawk, very
EAGLE CONTROVERSY AT BEAMER POINT
bronze and buffy on the upper surface. Our dark
bird was noticeably larger, but continued to be
Dave Copeland zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
viewed on edge while the red-tail was seen diving
at various angles. Therefore I rationalized that the
[The article which follows was the first documented
size difference was not as dramatic as had the
report of an immature Golden Eagle seen at Beamer
large bird reacted to the pestering of the smaller
Conservation Area in Grimsby. Originally published in
bird. Immatures had made up a large portion of the
and reprinted with consent of "The Wood Duck",
red-tails seen during the day.

f'qewsletter of the Hamilton Naturalists' Club, Vol. 31, No.
4, December 1977. The article illustrates how much .
raptor identification knowledge and skills have improved
since the 1970s.J

Shape: Our "eagle" was very strikingly
buteo-shaped with very broad wings held more or
less horizontally. As the bird soared I continually
focused my attention on the head. Again and again
the bird circled. The head was visible but in my
opinion nowhere near the length and bulk of that of
a bald eagle. The head appeared uniformly dark
matching the color of the upper back.

Hawk watchers at Beamer Point on April 10th, 1977
were kept on their toes as hundreds of hawks
poured over the Grimsby lookout. John Cumming,
compiler for the day, had lots of company as
observers from Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo were
on hand.

Coloration: The most striking and obvious feature
of this bird to most observers was the white tail with
terminal blackish band.

The observers had little to disagree about as 9
species of hawks and vultures appeared overhead.
The total count for the day exceeded five hundred
birds, a modest, nevertheless interesting flight.

Behaviour: All the time the bird was in sight it
soared continuously in deliberate circles. Even
when dived upon by the red-tail, a noticeable
reaction was not observed. I n other years I have
witnessed interaction between eagles and red-tails,
but have not witnessed interaction between
migrating red-tails and rough-legs. It is doubtful
whether a rough-legged would allow repeated
attack without diving in defence or flapping away in
escape.

About half way through the day, one sharp-eyed
observer sighted a large dark soaring bird to which
he exclaimed "What's this, a bald eagle?" The next
ten minutes or so during which the bird was in sight
were somewhat chaotic. Identification of the bird
ranged from dark-phased rough-legged hawk to
bald and golden eagle!
\ quick survey I made on the spot did not resolve
the controversy. The results were something like a

However, I once observed an immature bald eagle
repeatedly attacked by an adult red-tail. The eagle
5
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Habitat Management Series for Unique or
Endangered Species, Bureau of Land
Management, U.S. Department of the Interior,
published December 1973.

seemingly paid little attention until about the fourth
'run' of the buteo upon the eagle's back. At the last
moment the eagle rolled over on its back extending
its talons upwards narrowly missing the surprised
red-tail.

A newly fledged golden eagle has a very distinctive
plumage. It is considerably darker than the adult and
is blackish-brown in appearance. The crown and
hackles are darker and duller. The basal half of the
breast feathers and the basal one-third of the feathers
on the back are white. There is a broad terminal band
of brownish-black on the tail feathers which covers
about one-fourth of the central rectrices and
graduates up to approximately one-half of the outer
tail feathers.

Rough-legged hawks do much flapping in migration
unlike our observed bird. Rough-legs have long
narrower wings and a longer tail than other buteos.
The roughie is easily the most streamlined buteo
sometimes being confused with harriers.
Golden eagles are known to soar more frequently
than bald eagles.

The text goes on to describe the white patch at the
carpal joint (base of primaries) and the fact that
newly fledged eaglets are as big or bigger than
adults.) The emphasis above is my own.

The Record: Of the hawk identification books and
pamphlets I have reviewed, nowhere is there a
diagram showing an immature bald eagle with 9.
white tail and terminal dark band. Of the half dozen
or so immature bald eagles I have seen at close
range, all displayed a mottled patterned tail of
alternating dark and light patches. Also in younger
birds there is much white on the dorsal surface of
the bird.

Reference: Murphy, Joseph R. 1973a. Status of a nesting
golden eagle population central Utah. In prep.

Summary: Th-ere seems no doubt that our bird was
not a rough-legged hawk. Behaviour and size in my
opinion would rule out this species. During the
remainder of the day I observed four rough-legs,
none of which came close to resembling our bird in
bulk or shape (all light phase). All four did much
flapping under the same wind conditions.

N.P.H EXECUTIVE

The combination of continuous soaring, tail pattern,
small head and long tail; the opinion of the majority
of observers who have had previous experience
with the bird', suggests this bird was a Golden
Eagle.
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In sending in his summary, John Cumming outlined
many of the points above (including his sighting of
an immature golden at the same location during the
previous year) as reason for his opinion that the
bird was indeed an immature golden.
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The one observer who refused the identification
remarked "No way, It's too dark on the back; I've
seen lots of golden eagles, they're brown birds."

In light of the above remarks and as an aid to future
identification I submit the following plumage
description (Murphy) 1 reprinted from Report No.7, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
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NIAGARA PENINSULA HAWKWATCH CALENDAR
FOR BEAMER MEMORIAL CONSERVATION AREA
NOTES:
1.
Species initials and Right (» or Left «) arrow:
This combination indicates the start (» or end «) of the normal migration period at Beamer for that
species. The same in bold type indicates the start or end of a noticeable period for that species. The
box in which this combination is located indicates the day and month the period is likely to start or end.
2. A number followed by species initial, followed by a slash (/) and a two-digit number:
In this combination the largest number of that species ever seen in one day is given first, and the year it
occurred second. The box where the combination is located indicates the day and month of the event.
Example: 655 RS/94 in March 23 indicates that the highest number of Red-shouldered Hawks recorded
in one day occurred on March 23, 1994.
TV - Turkey Vulture
BV - Black Vulture
OS - Osprey
SK - Swallow-tailed Kite
MK - Mississippi Kite
BE - Bald Eagle
GE - Golden Eagle
NH - Northern Harrier

SS - Sharp-shinned Hawk
CH - Cooper's Hawk
NG - Northern Goshawk
RS - Red-shouldered Hawk
RT - Red-tailed Hawk
SW - Swainson's Hawk
RL - Rough-legged Hawk
FH - Ferruginous Hawk

AK - American Kestrel
ML - Merlin
PF - Peregrine Falcon
PR - Prairie Falcon
GY - Gyrfalcon
BW - Broad-winged Hawk

The following information, based on 38 years of data, shows significant events up to January 2013.
The largest number of raptors in a season was 20,368 in 2011.
Bb, NH>, SS>, CH>, Rh, RL>, AK> begin about February 20.
'MARCH

1

2
RT>
NG>
TV>

8

4

3
GE>

9

5

_-

-,' ",. .,.~,
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7

6

RS>

10

11

12
RL>

13
AK>

14
CH>
RS>
44 AK/90

15

16

17

TV>
BV>

23

29

655 RS/94

30

21
ML>
PF>

1 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
GY/06

24

25

NH>
2 BV/12

20

BE>
744 RT/96

22

19

18

27'

26
SS>

11 NG/84
19 BE/03

31
OS>

46 RU04
Largest count for month: 6,389 in 2011; largest count in one day: 2,080 March 26, 1988
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1

2

4

3

5

7

6

7 GEl09
50 CH/93
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10

9

8
os>
<RS

11

12

18

19

13

14

BW>
1 FH/92

160S/92

15

17

16
BW>
8W>

35 NH/96
1,556 SS176

23

24

25
<os

1 GY177

1 PRl95**

26

27

6,007

SW/S5

28

<TV

1 FH/02*

1 FH/98*

29

21

<BE

1 SKl94

22

20

<BV

6 MLl96

3 PF/10

30
<RL
<CH

2 SW/98*
Largest count for month: 15,012 In 1984; largest count In one day: 7,007 Apnl 21, 1985
MAY

1

2

3

4

5
<RT

6
<8W

7
<PF

2 SW/97*

8

9

10

11

12

14

13
<NH
<AK

<CH
<BE

<SS

16

17

1 MKl97*
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

BW&RT
continue after
May 31

15
<BW
<RL
<ML
1 MKl12

1 MKlO3*

<TV<NH
<88<08
<NG<R8
<AK<GE
Largest count for month: 2,685 In 1980: largest count In one day 1,492 May 4, 1989
* Sighting not reviewed! accepted by Ontario Bird Records Committee
** First accepted Prairie Falcon record in Ontario
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